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Interannual Spatiotemporal Variations of Land
Surface Temperature in China From 2003 to 2018

Yanru Yu, Si-Bo Duan , Zhao-Liang Li , Sheng Chang, Zefeng Xing, Pei Leng , and Maofang Gao

Abstract—Land surface temperature (LST) is a comprehensive
embodiment of surface energy balance and land surface processes.
The spatial and temporal variation of LST is of great significance
for studying surface characteristics and climate change. In this
study, the spatiotemporal variations of LST in China from 2003 to
2018 is examined by using the continuous and derivable annual
temperature cycle model. The trends of the annual mean and
annual amplitude of LST is detected using the Mann–Kendall test
and Theil–Sen estimator. In addition, we have further revealed
the correlation between normalized difference vegetation index
(NDVI) and LST in different land cover types. The results show
that the annual mean LST presents a spatial distribution pattern
of high values in the southern regions and low values in the north-
ern regions and that the factors of altitude and land cover type
also affect the LST’s spatial distribution. The annual amplitude
of the LST presents a spatial distribution pattern of high values
in the northern regions and low values in the southern regions.
In the majority of instances, the phase of LST in China was
positioned between the 175th and 205th day of each year. Both
the annual mean and annual amplitude of the LST have a mean
increasing trend in China with a rate of 0.02 K/year, and the areas
with large significant changes accounted for 8.6% out of the total
area, with a mean rate of approximately 0.05 K/year, in this period.
Significant changes in the annual mean LST were correlated with
the change in vegetation coverage and the impact of land cover
types on the interannual variations of LST is also determined in
this study. While the increase in vegetation coverage in barren land
exhibits a clearly recognizable upward trend in the annual mean
LST, the improved vegetation coverage in the grassland region
presents a downward trend in annual mean LST.
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I. INTRODUCTION

R EGIONAL and global climate change has increasingly
attracted the attention of researchers over the past century.

The rise in temperature is a topic of major concern in the
context of climate change, and it shares a similar temporal and
spatial heterogeneity with climate change [1]. Therefore, the
study of spatiotemporal variation in temperature is particularly
important. Many previous studies have focused on the temporal
and spatial changes of surface air temperature. Ji et al. [2]
analyzed the evolution of land surface air temperature trends
by using data from the Climatic Research Unit. Kagawa-Viviani
and Giambelluca [3] characterized the spatiotemporal patterns
of surface air temperature in the Hawaiian Islands. In addition,
research exploring the driving factors of surface air temperature
trends [4] and observing the differences between air temperature
and skin temperature are also significant in this respect [5].

There are many studies that reveal the surface energy balance
based on air temperature. Although surface air temperature and
land surface temperature (LST) are locally correlated, there are
obvious differences between surface air temperature and LST
in terms of magnitude [6]. Compared to air temperature, LST
has a faster response to the changes in regional energy balance,
and LST reflects the spatial and temporal changes of surface
energy and surface characteristics instantaneously. Moreover,
air temperature data are mostly ground station data or reanalysis
data. Thus, it cannot be spatiotemporally analyzed in continuous
space as it either does not meet the requirements for conducting
the analysis or is too coarse to guarantee accuracy. Remote
sensing satellites provide a useful and powerful database for
evaluating the dynamics of LST because of their wide cov-
erage and quick imaging technology. Therefore, research on
the spatiotemporal changes of LST derived from satellites is
more representative of the changes in surface energy and surface
characteristics.

The availability of long-term LST data derived from the
Moderate Resolution Imaging Spectroradiometer (MODIS) has
motivated many scientists to study interannual variations of LST
[7]–[9]. MODIS LST products have also been used for assessing
the urban heat islands effect [10], [11] and drought monitoring
[12].

Satellite-derived LST has recently been used to explore annual
temperature cycle (ATC) variations at a regional and global scale
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because of its large spatial coverage and high revisit frequency.
Bechtel [13] initially proposed the ATC model to obtain LST
parameters and was later used by him to characterize the urban
thermal landscapes [14]. The reason why the ATC model is
widely used is that the LST parameters obtained from the ATC
model can fully express the changes in surface thermal behavior
and reflect the feedback effect of surface thermal behavior on
climate change. Zhao et al. [15] applied the ATC model over the
mountainous region impacted by the 2008 Wenchuan earthquake
and displayed spatiotemporal variability in the LST of this
region. Quan et al. [16] proposed a decomposition of the ATC
model to extract the trend, seasonal, and noise components of
LST in continuous space for detecting the seasonal variations of
the LST from 2000 to 2012. They further investigated the trends
and seasonal patterns of surface urban heat islands. Sismanidis
et al. [17] provided a spatiotemporal dynamic map of the LST of
mainland Europe and a data set to support climate classification
at a finer spatial resolution.

As LST is a dynamic parameter, its variation is affected by
many factors including precipitation [18], elevation [19], air
temperature [20], land cover types [21], and vegetation index
(NDVI) [22]. Among these, NDVI and land cover type have
been shown to be closely correlated to the variation of LST
[23]–[25]. Deng et al. [26] analyzed the relationship between
LST and NDVI in a typical karst area, and the results showed
that the spatial distributions of NDVI and LST exhibited opposite
patterns in the study area. Peng et al. [27] investigated the
effects of afforestation on LST using the MODIS LST data
and found that afforestation has a cooling effect on daytime
LST and a warming effect on nighttime LST. In dry regions,
afforestation leads to net warming because daytime cooling
is offset by nighttime warming. Generally, while high-latitude
and high-altitude areas where vegetation growth is restricted
by energy show a positive correlation between NDVI and LST,
areas where vegetation growth is restricted by water show a
negative correlation between NDVI and LST [28]. Furthermore,
the magnitude of the correlations between NDVI and LST is
related to the land cover type [29].

The spatiotemporal variation of LST is important for detect-
ing changes in land surface characteristics and understanding
climate change. China is the third largest country in the world
with a variety of climate types, diverse land cover types, and a
large degree of topographical relief. This makes it imperative to
assess the variations of LST across the country for climate appli-
cations and environmental planning. In this study, we analyzed
the spatiotemporal patterns of LST in China with the MODIS
daily LST products from 2003 to 2018, using an ATC model
developed by Xing et al. [30]. The ATC model is a continuous
and derivable model, which is suitable for the study of variation
in LST in continuous temporal and spatial space. The rest of the
article is structured as follows. Section II reports the data used in
this study. Section III presents the ATC model and the analysis
methods. Section IV presents and discusses the results. Finally,
Section V concludes.

II. DATA

MODIS is mounted on the Terra and Aqua satellites and
obtains data via the high frequency of two observations per day.

In this study, MODIS land products were selected for the period
from 2003 to 2018.

The 1-km LST product (MYD11A1) was used to calculate
the daily mean LST, with the maximum–minimum method, to
investigate the spatiotemporal variability of LST across China
[31]. We selected observations from the Aqua satellite instead of
the Terra satellite because the overpass time of Aqua satellite is
1:30 P.M./A.M. According to the diurnal temperature cycle (DTC)
of LST [32], the observations at 1:30 P.M./A.M. give an approx-
imate value of daily maximum and minimum temperature. The
LST observations were controlled by the quality assurance (QA)
file to ensure that the average LST error was less than 2.0 K. In
order to ensure a higher precision fitting of the ATC model, the
pixels with less than 10 days of cloud-free data within a year
were not considered in the analysis.

The 1-km 16-day NDVI product (MOD13A2) was applied to
detect the variation in vegetation coverage among the different
land cover types over the study period. In order to eliminate the
interference of clouds on the NDVI products, quality assurance
data were used to obtain the NDVI data without the influence of
clouds and to derive the annual maximum NDVI value for each
year.

In addition, the land cover product (MCD12Q1) was used
in this study. It contains the International Geosphere-Biosphere
Programme (IGBP) global vegetation classification scheme,
which identifies 17 classes. In this study, the IGBP scheme
was grouped into nine classes [33], and the land cover type of
water was not considered. The classes of evergreen needleleaf
forest, evergreen broadleaf forest, deciduous needleleaf forest,
deciduous broadleaf forest, and mixed forest were categorized
as forest regions in IGBP. Closed shrubland and open shrubland
regions were classified as shrubland regions. Woody savannas
and savannas were grouped as woodland regions, and cropland
and cropland/natural vegetation mosaic were categorized as
cropland regions. The MCD12Q1 data were spatially aggregated
to match the spatial resolution of LST data. Fig. 1(a) shows the
spatial distributions of the nine land cover types in China in
2018. These MODIS products can be downloaded via NASA
Earth science Data.1

Climate division data were obtained from the China Meteoro-
logical Administration. The classification of climate regions is
based on differences in the water and heat properties, and each
climate region has its specific surface thermal characteristics.
LST is an important indicator to characterize the thermal prop-
erties of land surface. Therefore, we analyzed the interannual
variation of LST combined with the climate regions. Fig. 1(b)
shows the specific climate regions in China, and the background
map is derived from the digital elevation model (DEM) data.

III. METHODS

A. Annual Temperature Cycle Model

Bechtel [13] proposed an ATC model with three parameters
(referred as ACP3) to simulate the annual variation of LST. This
model consists of a constant term and a sine function with the
spring equinox as the reference day to describe the changes in

1[Online]. Available: https://search.earthdata.nasa.gov.
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Fig. 1. (a) Land cover types of China in 2018 derived from MODIS, and the 9 classes derived from 17 classes of IGBP. (b) Geographical locations of the climate
regions of temperate continental climate (TCC), temperate monsoon climate (TMC), plateau mountain climate (PMC), subtropical monsoon climate (sub_TRMC),
and tropical monsoon climate (TRMC).

LST over the year. Taking into account that the annual cycle of
irradiation in the tropics is characterized by two annual maxima
instead of one, Bechtel et al. [34], [35] further developed another
ATC model with a second harmonic function (referred as ACP5)
to replace the ACP3 in the tropics. Because the study area is
mainly distributed in midlatitudes, the ACP3 model has more
advantages than the ACP5 model in terms of fitting accuracy.

In this study, to characterize the date when the LST reaches its
maximum value of the year, a cosine function instead of a sine
function is used in the ACP3 model. This model is formulated
as

LST(t) = a+ b cos

[
2π

ω
(t− c)

]
(1)

where LST is the average of daytime and nighttime cloud-free
LST; t is the day of year; a is the annual mean LST; b is the
annual amplitude of LST; c is the phase, which represents the
day when LST reaches its maximum value of the year; and ω is
the annual cycle, which is 365 days in a normal year and 366
days in a leap year. The specific physical meaning of the model
parameters is shown in Fig. 2.

To better characterize the dynamics of multiyear annual tem-
perature cycles, Xing et al. [30] developed a continuous and
derivable ATC model for multiyear fitting of LST, based on the
model mentioned above. This continuous and derivable ATC
model is formulated as{

LSTi(t) = ai + bi cos[ 2πω (t− ci)]

LSTi+1(t) = ai+1 + bi+1 cos[ 2πω (t− ci+1)]
(2)

with⎧⎪⎪⎨
⎪⎪⎩

ai+1 = ai + bi cos[ 2πω (365i+ ki+1 + 0.5− ci)]

−bi+1 cos[ 2πω (365i+ ki+1 + 0.5− ci+1)]

bi+1 =
bisin[ 2πω (365i+ki+1+0.5−ci)]

sin[ 2πω (365i+ki+1+0.5−ci+1)]

(3)

where i is the year number of the years, t represents the day of
the year, t ∈ [365(i− 1) + ki + 1, 365i+ ki+1], and ki is the
number of leap years before year i.

Fig. 2. Description of parameters in the ATC model: a is the annual mean
LST, b is the annual amplitude of LST, and c is the phase, which represents the
day when LST reaches its maximum value of the year.

In this study, we used the continuous and derivable ATC
model to simulate the interannual spatiotemporal variations of
LST. The annual mean LST, annual amplitude of LST, and
annual phase of LST, from 2003 to 2018, were derived from
the continuous and derivable ATC model.

B. Trend Analysis

The trend of annual mean LST and annual amplitude of LST
from 2003 to 2018 was detected by the Mann–Kendall test [36],
which is a nonparametric test used for identifying trends in a
time series data. This test is often used for conducting a trend
analysis of the factors of climate change. Its advantage is that the
samples do not need to follow a certain distribution and that it is
minimally affected by the missing values. The change trends of
the annual mean LST and annual amplitude of LST during the
study period were calculated by the Theil–Sen estimator, also
known as Sen’s slope estimator [37]. A detailed description of
the Mann–Kendall test and Theil–Sen estimator can be found in
previous studies [38].
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1) Mann–Kendall Test: The Mann–Kendall test statistic S is
defined as

S =

n−1∑
i=1

n∑
j=i+1

sgn(xj − xi) (4)

where n is the number of data points; xi and xj are the data
values in time series i and j (j > i), respectively; and sgn is the
sign function. The term “sgn” is defined as

sgn(xj − xi) =

⎧⎨
⎩

+1 xj − xi > 0
0 xj − xi = 0
−1 xj − xi < 0

. (5)

The variance is computed as

Var(S) =
n(n− 1)(2n+ 5)−∑m

i=1 ti(ti − 1)(2ti + 5)

18
(6)

where m is the number of tied groups and ti is the number of data
points in the ith tied group. When n > 10, the standard normal
test statistic Zs is expressed as

Zs =

⎧⎪⎨
⎪⎩

S−1√
Var(S)

S > 0

0 S = 0
S+1√
Var(S)

S < 0
. (7)

The sign of Zs indicates the data trend direction. A positive
value of Zs indicates an ascending (increasing) trend, and the
negative value shows a descending (decreasing) trend. A signif-
icant level α was specified before the trend test. When |Zs| >
Z1−α/2, the null hypothesis is rejected. This indicates that the
data show a significant trend in the detected time series. Z1−α/2

is obtained from the standard normal distribution table. In this
study, the Mann–Kendall test was run at α = 0.05 significance
level. When |Zs| > 1.96, it indicates that the data passed the test
with a 95% confidence interval.

2) Theil–Sen Estimator: Sen [37] developed a nonparamet-
ric procedure for estimating the slope of a trend in the sample
of N pairs of data. This procedure is formulated as

Qk =
xj − xi

j − i
, k = 1, . . . , N (8)

where xj and xi are the data values at times j and i (j > i),
respectively. The N values of Qk are ranked from the smallest to
the largest, and the median of slope or the Theil–Sen estimator
is formulated as

Qmed =

{
Q[(N+1)/2], N ∈ odd
Q[N/2]+Q[(N+2)/2]

2 , N ∈ even
. (9)

The sign of Qmed reflects the data trend and its value indicates
the steepness of the trend.

3) Correlation Analysis: The Pearson correlation coefficient
is widely used to measure the degree of correlation between two
variables. If two random variables X and Y are composed of N
independent individuals of (X1, X2, …, XN) and (Y1, Y2, …,
YN), respectively, then the Pearson correlation coefficient (r)

between X and Y is defined as

r =

∑N
i=1 (Xi −X)(Yi − Y )√∑N

i=1 (Xi −X)
2
√∑N

i=1 (Yi − Y )
2

(10)

with {
X = 1

N

∑N
i=1 Xi

Y = 1
N

∑N
i=1 Yi

. (11)

In this study, the Pearson correlation coefficient was used to
analyze the correlation between the annual mean LST and annual
maximum value of NDVI. It was also used to further reveal the
impact of land cover types on the interannual variations of LST.

IV. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

A. Spatial Pattern of Annual Mean LST and Annual Amplitude
of LST

Fig. 3 displays the spatial distribution of annual mean LST in
China, from 2003 to 2018, by considering the data obtained at
three-year intervals within the study period. The blank areas in
Fig. 3 are pixels with missing data due to the impact of cloudy
and rainy weather. As the spatial pattern of the annual mean
LST in China is very similar from year to year, only six years of
data were selected for presenting the results of this study. The
annual mean LST varies from 260 to 310 K across China. As
the latitude increases, the solar radiation energy received by the
ground decreases. This results in the overall distribution pattern
of annual mean LST with high values in the southern regions
and low values in the northern regions. However, there are also
some areas that do not follow this pattern. The Qinghai–Tibet
Plateau is located in the middle and low latitudes. It has a
relatively lower annual mean LST because the Qinghai–Tibet
Plateau is the highest altitude area in China with an average
altitude of more than 4000 m. As the plateau is situated at
a high altitude, the air near the surface is thin, which leads
to poor heat preservation on the ground and further results in
a lower annual mean LST as compared to other areas [39].
Another area that shows abnormal properties is Tarim Basin,
a high latitude area located in northwestern China. The annual
mean LST in this region is higher than in the eastern part with
the similar latitude. Taking into consideration the geographical
characteristics of the area, it is observed that the low elevation
increases the thermal insulation inside the basin [40]. Regarding
the land cover type factor, the largest desert in China is located
in this basin, which absorbs solar radiation. At the same time,
the Tianshan Mountains, located to the north of the basin, block
cold air from the north, further increasing the temperature in this
area.

In terms of different climatic regions, the tropical monsoon
climate (TRMC) region has the highest annual mean LST, with
the annual mean LST varying between 295 and 305 K. The
sub_TRMC region follows the TRMC region in this respect, and
the annual mean LST in this region typically ranges from 290 to
300 K. The TMC region is the transitional region between the
temperate and subtropical climate regions in China. The annual
mean LST in this region is approximately 283 K, but it shows
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Fig. 3. Spatial distribution of annual mean LST in 2003, 2006, 2009, 2012, 2015, and 2018. The blank areas in the maps are areas with missing satellite data
due to cloud contamination. The climate regions of TCC (temperate continental climate), TMC (temperate monsoon climate), PMC (plateau mountain climate),
sub_TRMC (subtropical monsoon climate), and TRMC (tropical monsoon climate) are also shown.

great spatial variation. The annual mean LST in the northern
part of TMC region is as low as 270 K, but in the southern
part of TMC region, it can reach 290 K. Due to high altitude,
the annual mean LST in the PMC region has the lowest value,
approximately 277 K.

To further show the changes of LST from 2003 to 2018, we
analyzed the annual mean LST difference between 2003 and
2018. Positive (negative) value indicates the warming (cooling)
of LST. Fig. 4(a) and b shows the spatial distribution of LST
difference and the variation in different latitude, respectively.
There is more warming in the north China and less in the south
China, resulting in the largest warming effect in the northeastern
(above 40 °N), moderate warming effect in the mid latitudes
(35–40 °N). The LST difference is closed to 0 K between
30 and 35 °N, while below 30 °N is mainly cooling, and the
strongest cooling effect is distributed between 20 and 25 °N.

The maximum value of warming LST difference is around 1.97
K, and the cooling magnitude is greater than the warming which
reached at −4.22 K. In addition to the LST changes from 2003
to 2018, the reason for this difference may also be due to large
errors caused by missing data in the south of China.

Fig. 5 shows the spatial distribution of the annual amplitude
of LST in China in 2003, 2006, 2009, 2012, 2015, and 2018.
Contrary to the annual mean LST, the annual amplitude of LST
increases with increasing latitude: it had high values in the
northern regions and low values in the southern regions. This
is because with the increase in latitude, the solar elevation angle
changes greatly during the year, resulting in a corresponding
increase in the annual amplitude of LST. The amplitude in most
regions in China increases with the increase in latitude, but there
are still some regions which do not conform to this pattern.
The Junggar Basin is located in the northwest part of China,
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Fig. 4. (a) Spatial distribution of the annual mean LST difference between 2018 and 2003. (b) Variation of the annual mean LST difference between 2018 and
2003 in different latitude.

Fig. 5. Spatial distribution of the annual amplitude of LST in 2003, 2006, 2009, 2012, 2015, and 2018. The blank areas are pixels with missing data due to the
impact of cloudy and rainy weather.
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Fig. 6. (a) Spatial distribution of the annual mean amplitude difference between 2018 and 2003. (b) Variation of the annual mean amplitude difference between
2018 and 2003 in different latitude.

where the annual amplitude of LST is significantly higher than
that of the northeastern part of China at the same latitude. This
observation can be attributed to the factors of high latitude and
below average annual rainfall. In addition, desert cover may
be another reason for the increase in annual amplitude of LST
because barren land is more prone to variations of LST than land
covered by vegetation.

Regarding the northeast region in China, the amplitude of
LST of high-altitude mountainous areas is generally smaller than
that of the low-altitude plains. This is because the higher the
altitude, the thinner the air. This makes the surface dissipate
heat faster in summer and leads to minimal heat dissipation in
winter. The Greater Khingan Range can be considered as the
boundary region with regard to the annual amplitude of LST.
In the west, the Khingan Range blocks the warm and humid air
currents brought by the summer monsoon, resulting in a decrease
in annual precipitation and an increase in the amplitude of LST.
On the contrary, the eastern part faces more precipitation and
shows a decrease in amplitude.

Looking at the difference in annual amplitude from each
climate zone, it is observed that the TCC region has the largest
amplitude, with an annual mean amplitude of more than 20 K,
while the TRMC region has the smallest amplitude, with an
annual mean amplitude of approximately 6 K. This is mainly
due to the difference in the solar elevation angle in these regions.
While TCC has the largest change in solar elevation angle, as
it is located in the northern region of China, the solar elevation
angle varies only minimally over the year, in the TRMC region,
as it is in the lowest latitude zone. The amplitude of LST in the
PMC region shows a decreasing trend from the northwest part
of this region to the southeastern part. The annual amplitudes of
LST in this region range from 6 to 20 K, and the mean annual
amplitude of LST is approximately 13 K. This is mainly because
of the influence of the southeast monsoon and the precipitation
in the PMC region, which shows an increasing trend from the
northwest part of this region to the southeastern part. Because
the specific heat capacity of water is larger, the increase in
precipitation reduces the variation range of LST, i.e., it reduces
the amplitude of LST.

The change of amplitude from 2003 to 2018 was also shown
by the amplitude difference of 2018 minus 2003. The spatial
patterns of annual mean amplitude difference and the latitudinal
difference are shown in Fig. 6(a) and (b). The distribution of
amplitude difference is consistent with LST difference, which
showed that the amplitude difference ranged from strong cooling
in the south to moderate cooling in the middle and to the warming
in the north of China.

In addition to the annual mean LST and annual amplitude
of LST, we also analyzed the spatial distribution of the annual
phase of LST in China. Because the interannual variations of
the annual phase of LST in China are not significant, only
the spatial distribution of the annual phase of LST in 2018 is
shown in Fig. 7(a). The corresponding frequency histogram is
also displayed in Fig. 7(b). The annual phase of LST is mainly
located between the 175th day and the 205th day of each year,
which corresponds to the summer months from June to July in
China, and the cumulative frequency of this period of the phase
accounts for more than 95%.

Due to their special geographic locations and climatic condi-
tions, there is a phase advance or lag in some areas. The circular
area in blue in Fig. 7(a) is located in the Yunnan Plateau in China.
Due to the low latitude of the Yunnan Plateau and the influence
of multiple circulation systems, the annual rainfall in this region
is relatively high. The rainy season in this region is from May
to October each year, accounting for approximately 90% of the
annual rainfall. Therefore, the annual phase of LST in this region
arrives before the start of the rainy season. The circular area in red
in Fig. 7(a) is located in the famous Yarlung Zangbo River Grand
Canyon area, in the southeast of the Qinghai–Tibet Plateau.
Affected by the canyon topography and the warm and humid
air currents of the Indian Ocean, this area forms the world’s
largest precipitation belt, which reduces the rate of LST heating
in this area, causing the annual phase of LST to lag each year. In
addition, the areas with more obvious phase lag are the plateau
lakes in the Qinghai–Tibet Plateau. Because of the large specific
heat capacity of the water bodies, the temperature rises slowly,
and the phase of LST is located between the 220th day and the
240th day of each year.
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Fig. 7. (a) Spatial distribution of the annual phase of LST in 2018, along with areas with phase advance (circular area in blue) and lag (circular area in red) and
(b) the corresponding frequency histogram. The blank areas are pixels with missing data due to the impact of cloudy and rainy weather.

Fig. 8. Spatial distribution of the Mann–Kendall significant test of (a) annual mean LST and (b) annual amplitude of LST, and of the Theil–Sen slope of (c)
annual mean LST and (d) annual amplitude of LST.

The phase change is mainly affected by long-term climate
change, and shows the phenomenon of advance or lag signif-
icantly. However, given that the study period of this study is
16 years, the research results are not sufficient as a basis for
climate changes. Therefore, the temporal and spatial variation
characteristics of the annual phase of LST during the period
were not significant.

B. Trend Analysis of Annual Mean LST and
Annual Amplitude of LST

Fig. 8 shows the spatial distribution of the Mann–Kendall
significance test results of the annual mean LST and annual
amplitude of LST. The red, blue, and gray areas indicate the
areas with a significant increase (p < 0.05), the areas with a
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TABLE I
THEIL–SEN SLOPE STATISTICS OF ANNUAL MEAN LST AND ANNUAL AMPLITUDE OF LST IN DIFFERENT CLIMATE REGION FROM 2003 TO 2018

*Only statistically significant areas are counted.

significant decrease (p < 0.05), and the areas with no significant
change in the annual mean LST and annual amplitude of LST
(p≥0.05), respectively. Approximately 8.6% of the total area in
China shows a significant change in the annual mean and annual
amplitude. The areas with significant increase in the annual mean
and annual amplitude of LST are mainly located in the TCC
region, the PMC region, and the southern part of the TMC region,
whereas the areas with significant decreases in the annual mean
and annual amplitude are mainly located in the sub_TRMC and
TRMC regions and the northern part of the TMC region.

The Theil–Sen slope results of the annual mean LST and
annual amplitude of LST are also displayed in Fig. 8. The change
rate of the annual mean LST and annual amplitude of LST in
China varied from −0.25 to 0.25 K/year from 2003 to 2018. The
rate of increase in the annual mean and annual amplitude of LST
in the PMC region, the eastern area of the TCC region, and the
North China Plain is greater than that in other regions. The rate
of decrease in the annual mean LST and annual amplitude of
LST in the southern area of the sub_ TRMC region is greater
than that in the northern area of the sub_TRMC region. The
variation in annual amplitude is affected by that of the annual
mean LST. Therefore, the areas that show a significant change in
annual amplitude are highly similar to those of the annual mean
LST in the spatial distribution.

We further statistically analyzed the change trend of signif-
icant change in the annual mean LST and annual amplitude
of LST in different climatic regions. The results are presented
in Table I. For the annual mean LST, a significant upward
trend of approximately 0.085 and 0.055 K/year is observed
in the PMC and TCC regions with an upward proportion of
88.42% and 97.93%, respectively. A significant downward trend
of approximately −0.073 K/year occurs in the TRMC region
with a downward proportion of 73.63%. Regarding the annual
amplitude of LST, the PMC and TCC regions also showed
a significant upward trend of approximately 0.083 and 0.054
K/year. As a whole, the change rate of the annual mean LST
and annual amplitude is approximately 0.055 and 0.057 K/year,
respectively, showing an upward trend. Except for the TRMC
region, the change trend of annual amplitude in other climate
regions is consistent with that of the annual mean LST. The

annual amplitude of LST shows a weak increasing trend in the
TRMC region, while the annual mean LST shows a clearly
recognizable decreasing trend. This might be because only a
small proportion of LST data are available for the TRMC region.

C. Relationship Between LST and NDVI Over
Different Land Cover Types

In order to further uncover the reasons for the significant
changes in the annual mean LST, we also analyzed the changes
in the vegetation coverage in different land cover types in
areas where the annual mean LST has significantly changed
(SCA, significant change area, represents the area where the
LST changes significantly during the study period). In this
study, the maximum value of NDVI (NDVI_max) was used to
distinguish different land cover types, and the interannual change
of NDVI_max was used to characterize vegetation coverage
changes.

1) Interannual Variations of NDVI: The nine land cover
types were obtained from grouping several land cover types
according to the IGBP in the MODIS land cover product. It
should be noted that the relationship between LST and vege-
tation coverage was analyzed within the SCA in this section.
Grassland covered 29.35% of the SCA, and 23.25% of the
SCA is occupied by barren land. Cropland covered 19.13% of
the SCA, followed by woodland, which accounted for 15.73%.
Forest occupied 7.59% of the SCA and urban areas covered
4.08%. Shrubland, wetlands, snow, and ice covered less than
1% of the SCA.

Fig. 9(a) shows the interannual variation of average
NDVI_max value for each type of land cover. It can be seen
that the range of NDVI_max for each type of land cover is
different. NDVI_max can be utilized to clearly distinguish each
type of land cover. The NDVI_max of grassland shows an
obvious upward trend from 2003 to 2018, indicating that the
grassland vegetation coverage increased significantly during the
study period. According to the spatial distribution of grassland
in Fig. 1(a), the increase of vegetation coverage in this land
cover type may be related to various forage protection policies
and policies of returning farmland to forests and grasslands in
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Fig. 9. (a) Interannual variations of NDVI_max over various land cover types in China. (b) Theil–Sen slope of annual NDVI_max in SCA.

Fig. 10. Spatial distribution of the Pearson correlation coefficient between
annual mean LST and NDVI_max in the SCA.

recent decades in China. The NDVI_max values of urban land
and permanent wetland showed an obvious downward trend,
while the other land cover types did not show any significant
changes during the study period.

To further understand the vegetation dynamics during the
study period, the trend analysis method was also used to obtain
the trend of the annual NDVI_max in the SCA (shown in
Fig. 9(b)). For the NDVI_max, more than 26.4% of the total
area has a significant change. In order to correspond to the annual
mean LST, Fig. 9(b) only shows the pixels in the area where the
NDVI_max has a significant change in the SCA. According to
Fig. 9(b), a large part of the study area has a positive effect on
the vegetation growth, and the maximum increasing rate reaches
0.02 per year. The negative trend is primarily located in the south
urban area of TCC region with the maximum decreasing rate of
−0.02 per year.

2) Correlation Analysis Between Annual Mean LST and
NDVI_max: To analyze the differences between vegetation
coverage and annual mean LST among different land cover
types, Pearson’s correlation coefficient was used to determine
NDVI_max and annual mean LST across the SCA. Fig. 10 shows

the results of Pearson’s correlation coefficient (r) between LST
and NDVI_max. The correlation coefficient ranges from −0.98
to 0.93. The results of the significance test of the correlation
coefficient show that the correlation coefficients corresponding
to the regions that pass the significance test (p< 0.05) are mostly
in the range of r < −0.2 or r > 0.2. Correlation coefficients for
regions that fail the significance test range from −0.2 to 0.2.
The percent area of positive correlation (r > 0.2) accounted for
36.5%, insignificant correlation (−0.2 < r < 0.2) accounted
for 25.96%, and negative correlation (r < −0.2) accounted for
37.54%. The results show that the areas with a significant posi-
tive correlation between the annual mean LST and NDVI_max
are mainly located in northwestern China and the desert areas
in the Qinghai–Tibet Plateau. The forests and woodlands in the
northeastern mountainous areas in China also show a positive
correlation between the annual mean LST and NDVI_max. The
areas with a negative correlation between the annual mean LST
and NDVI_max are mainly located in the eastern grasslands of
the Inner Mongolia Plateau, the cropland in the North China
Plain, and the forests and woodlands in southern China.

3) Change Mechanisms in Different Land Cover Types:
Fig. 11 presents the percent area of land cover types that cor-
respond to positive and negative correlations between annual
mean LST and NDVI_max. More than 55% of the areas that
show a positive correlation between the annual mean LST and
NDVI_max are occupied by barren land located in northwestern
China and the Qinghai–Tibet Plateau. These areas have high lat-
itudes or high altitudes, and the vegetation coverage is extremely
low. Another type of land cover that shows a positive correlation
between annual mean LST and NDVI_max is grassland, which
accounts for 20.98% of the positively correlated pixels. Based
on Fig. 1(a), it can be seen that the grassland showing a positive
correlation is mainly the desert grassland in the Qinghai–Tibet
Plateau. These results were largely attributed to the afforestation
projects implemented by China, especially the Three North
Shelterbelt Project, which has significantly increased vegetation
coverage in northern China [41] and the experimental reforesta-
tion trials on the Qinghai–Tibet Plateau launched in 1999 [42].
Due to the high altitude of Qinghai–Tibet Plateau, the energy
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Fig. 11. Percent area of different land cover types in the correlation between NDVI_max and LST: (a) positive correlation and (b) negative correlation.

is the main limiting factor for vegetation growth, leading to
a positive correlation between LST and NDVI_max. Similar
conclusion was drawn in the previous study [28].

Fig. 11(b) shows a negative correlation between the annual
mean LST and NDVI_max. Grassland, cropland, and woodlands
accounted for a larger proportion of the negative correlation
(33.94%, 31.08%, and 13.04%, respectively) between the annual
mean LST and NDVI_max. The grassland areas with negative
correlation are mainly located in the Inner Mongolian grasslands
and plateau grasslands on the Qinghai–Tibet Plateau. Regarding
Inner Mongolian grasslands, grassland degradation has always
been the most serious ecological problem in this region [43].
Overgrazing has degraded pastures, resulting in an increase in
exposed ground, which has increased the solar radiation ab-
sorbed by the ground and its LST. Regarding the Qinghai–Tibet
Plateau, Zhong et al. [44] pointed out that while discerning
natural and anthropogenic effects on vegetation dynamics is
difficult, a significant increase in barren land was observed in
this region. Huang et al. [45] investigated the impact of human
intervention on the vegetation of the Qinghai–Tibet Plateau
and reported that after 2000, the significant increase in human
activities seriously affected the vitality of the vegetation in this
region.

Another type of land cover with negative correlation between
the annual mean LST and NDVI_max is cropland. The cropland
is mainly located in the TMC area, but the annual mean LST
of the cropland on the northern and southern sections of the
area showed different change trends due to the temperature
cooling in the northern regions and temperature warming in the
southern regions. The corresponding change characteristics of
NDVI_max of these portions are also different, as NDVI_max
increased in the northern regions and decreased in the southern
regions. While researchers have studied the correlation between
the annual mean LST and NDVI_max for forests and wood-
lands, there is a need to discuss this topic in this study. It is
an indisputable fact that China has increased its green cover
since 2000s [46], [47]. In line with previous results, this study
detected that the NDVI_max of forests and woodlands showed a
significant upward trend during the study period. The theory that
the increase in the number of trees will cool the tropical region
but warm the boreal lands has been emphasized many times in
previous studies [48], [49]. Nearly all forests and woodlands
in China follow this theory, but there are also some special

areas that show different characteristics. The area adjacent to the
Yarlung Zangbo River Grand Canyon (blue rectangle in Fig. 10)
belongs to the sub_TRMC zone, with the characteristics of low
latitude, high temperature, and rainfall throughout the year. The
annual mean LST of forests and woodlands in this area has a
positive correlation with NDVI_max. Previous research shows
that the terrain of this area is complex, and the climate is diverse.
The study of the surface characteristics of this area should fully
consider the influence of its spatial heterogeneity [50].

V. CONCLUSION

In this study, the spatiotemporal variability of LST in China
from 2003 to 2018 was analyzed based on the MYD11A1 daily
LST product. The annual mean LST, annual amplitude of LST,
and annual phase of LST were derived from the continuous and
derivable ATC model. The Mann–Kendall test and Theil–Sen
slope were used to analyze the significant change trend of the
annual mean LST and annual amplitude of LST. The influence
of vegetation coverage in different land cover types on LST
and the areas showing significant changes were discussed. The
researchers reached the following conclusions.

1) The spatial distribution of the annual mean LST in China
generally shows a pattern of high values in the southern
regions and low values in the northern regions, which is
in line with the law of decreasing solar radiation inten-
sity with increasing latitude. However, elevation and land
cover types also affect the spatial distribution of LST.
The annual amplitude of LST shows a spatial pattern of
high values in the northern regions and low values in the
southern regions, which is related to the variation of the
solar elevation angle.

2) The temporal variations of the annual mean LST and
annual amplitude of LST were similar during the study
period. In general, the LST increased in the northern
regions and decreased in the southern regions, and the
mean change rate of LST was 0.02 K/year. Considering
different climate regions, a rapidly increasing rate of 0.03
K/year was observed in the PMC region, and the TRMC
region showed a declining rate of −0.01 K/year.

3) The Mann–Kendall significance test of the annual mean
LST and annual amplitude of LST shows that the areas
with a significant increase in the annual mean LST and
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annual amplitude of LST are mainly located in the PMC,
TCC, and the southern area of the TCC regions, whereas
the areas with a significant decrease in the annual mean
LST and annual amplitude of LST are located in the
sub_TRMC region and the northern part of the TMC
region. The results of the Theil–Sen slope indicate that
the change trend of the annual mean LST and annual
amplitude of LST ranges from −0.01 to 0.01 K/year on
a national scale, while within the SCA, the change rate
of the annual mean LST and annual amplitude of LST
reached 0.05 K/year.

4) There is a correlation between the annual mean LST and
vegetation coverage on different land cover types. In the
barren lands, the annual mean LST and vegetation cov-
erage showed a positive correlation, while the grassland
regions mainly showed a negative correlation between an-
nual mean LST and vegetation coverage. The correlation
between annual mean LST and vegetation coverage in
the forest lands depended on the geographic location, as
the forest land in high latitude areas showed a positive
correlation between the annual mean LST and vegetation
coverage, and the forest lands in low latitude areas showed
a negative correlation between the annual mean LST and
vegetation coverage.
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